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LXXV.   NO. 3 
THE BATES STUDENT 
Stu-G, Stu-C Receive 
NS A Congress Report 
BATES  COLLEGE,  LEWISTON,   MAINE. OCTOBER   6,   1948 By Subscription 
the United States who ganzas,   literary  and 
the University of Wis-'siums. 
Madison  for  the 
extra va- 
music   sympo- 
ImogeiH" Rollins and William would assemble some 5,000 students 
gBhgfellow were among the 700 Jto perform in dramas, musical tes- 
tate-from colleges and universi-Rivals, art exhibits, dance 
•its a" over 
gathered 
(onsin campus in adison tor the) Imogene Rollins was appointed 
fir5, National Student Association ,0 work on a committee planning a 
congress Aug. 23-28. They report- culturale to be given by our re- 
ed on its activit.es at a jo.nt session gion probably in Boston during the 
0f Student Government and Student spring. Tentatively, the culturale 
Council last Wednesday evening at'will be centered around a dance and 
,he Women's Union. 'concert   somewhat   like   the   Bates 
The conference agenda was divid- Pop Concert with music, dance, and 
ed into plenary sessions, regional art events scheduled for the week- 
caucuses, and workshop  groups. end.   Housing  may  be  provided  for 
At the plenary sessions, members students wishing to attend. 
of the International Team reported i Ten workshop groups composed 
on conditions of foreign students, .of a small number of students rep- 
observed during the summer. These ^resenting each region discussed in- 
teports preceded the motion passed [dividual campus problems and drew 
by delegates to cooperate with the up specific projects for their solu- 
fnternational Union of Students on tions. 
certain projects. 
The plan tor a World Student 
Exposition to be held tentatively at 
Chicago in 1950 was presented at 
regional   caucuses.   The   exposition 
The    Student    Cultural    Welfare 
workshop wijl publish a booklet in- 
forming   students   of   courses   and 
cultural   activities   on   various   cam- 
(Continued on page four) 
Canterbury Club Greets New Students; 
Bishop Loring Delivers Main Address 
A reception for new students was.welcome   to   the   new   students, 
given  last   Sunday   evening   by   the (outlined   the   activities   of   the 
He 
club 
Canterbury    Club    and    the    Right jin  the  past,  and  told  the  plans  for 
Reverend  Oliver  Loring.   Episcopal  the future. The most immediate are 
Bishop of Maine. 
In the main address of the eve- 
ning. Bishop Loring welcomed the 
students to the diocese of Maine 
and to the natiopal fellowship of 
Canterbury Clubs. He advised the 
students to consider the problems 
they are facing "in this pagan and 
mixed-up world" and to go to their 
spiritual advisors for help in facing 
these problems and for interpreta- 
tions of their church's beliefs and 
practices. 
Richard   Thompson,   president   of 
the club, opened the meeting with a 
News Editors 
For Semester 
With this issue a1 reshuffled 
•quad of assistant news edi- 
tors «• at work digging up 
news and handing out assign- 
ments for THE STUDENT. 
Students with information on 
coming events are urged to con- 
tact them before Wednesday of 
each week. 
The assistants and their areas 
of coverage are as follows: 
Joyce Cargill, science and pub- 
lications; Arlene Fazzi, off- 
campus religious clubs; Mar- 
jorie Dwelley, campus clubs; 
Robert Patterson, debate and 
radio; Raymond Sennett, chap- 
el; Robert Wilson, music and 
class activities; Elizabeth Dag- 
digian, administration. 
Editors and special reporters 
covering major .organizations 
are as follows: Edmund Bash- 
istra. Student Council; Robert 
Foster, Christian Association; 
Marjorie Harthan, Robinson 
Players; Florence Lindquist, 
Student Government; Nancy 
Norton-Taylor,   Outing Club. 
Twenty - five Debaters Vie 
For Places On Varsity Squad 
Seventeen Frosh Picked 
For New Debate Squad 
Clubs Hold First 
Meetings Tuesday | 
Many of the clubs on the Bates 
[campus will hold their initial meet-' 
ings next Tuesday evening, Oct. 12.' 
The Lawrance Chemical Society 
will meet at 7 p. m. in Hedge Lab.! 
All new members are cordially in- 
vited to attend this first business 
meeting. | 
Dr. Wright will give a short talk 
on   Hollywood  when   the  Robinson ^e trvou's Ior tne freshman de-  Nabrit,   Roderick   Nicholson,   Stan- 
Players  meet  in  the  Little Theatre '5ate   s1uac'  were  held   Monday   af- ley     Patterson,     Robert     Rudolph, 
at 6:45 p. m. Another feature of the lernoon anc' evening in Chase Hall.  Elizabeth. Tounsend,  Robert  Whea- 
evening  will  be  a   three-act  melo- Thee candidates prepared a three to ley. 
drama  entitled  "Winsome Winnie". five  minute  speech  on  some  phase; 
A  short  business  meeting  will  also of a controversial topic of their own 
be held. Old and new members are choice, 
invited The   squad   was   selected   on   the 
t . basis of the showing made in these 
group. of "ven'«" ■" "veral out- 
* c T !T, '° W'Sh ,0 j°in debates and is as follows: Richard standing debaters from New Eng- 
ine Spofford Club are invited to at- Bel,oueSi Larry Burns, Don Caca-.
land h,gh and prep schools- The 
tend the first meeting at Dr. van, Joan Chanin DorU Hardy,
sc,uad wiI1 si*n up Tuesday and 
Wrights home, 11 Benson street, at Caro, Hollingsworth, Carol Jaques, ,
then be »«"*«• lnt° ,eams « to 
p- m' Lawrence  Kimball,  William  Kuhn, ,heir choice on the topic of Federal 
The   MacFarlane   Club   will   hold David   Moore,  John   Moore,  James World   Government. 
its  first   meeting  at   Libbey  6  at  7 
This freshman squad is the larg- 
est Professor Quimhy has had since 
before   the   war.     Included   in   this 
communion breakfast Oct. 6, and 
a talk by Prof. Seward about high 
and  low  churchmanship   Oct.   17. 
Rev. John Bowers, chaplain to 
Episcopal students, asked the group 
to consider either Trinity Church 
or Saint Michael's Church as "a 
home away from home". Rev. Rob- 
ert Sweetser mentioned the need for 
student workers -in the churches, 
particularly as Sunday school teach- 
ers, choir singers, and acolytes. 
President Phillip* welcomed the 
group to the campus and wished the 
club a successful year. 
Ball And Chain Stages 
Get-Acquainted Supper 
A get-acquainted idea is behind 
tiie Ball and Chain Club's covered 
<ii-h .-.upper, which will be held to- 
morrow evening at 6 o'clock in 
Chase Hall. 
The committee in charge consists 
0! the club's officers. Arthur Brad- 
bary. eorge Stewart, Audrey Nor- 
ris,  and   Catherine   Bailey. 
After the supper there will be 
ftmes and a community sing fol- 
lowed by a dance. All married cou- 
Outing Club Sponsors 
Season's First Climb 
The Outing Club is ponsoring a 
mountain climb on Sunday, Oct. 10, 
to Saddleback Mountain in the 
Rangeley Lakes region as its first 
propect of the year. Saddleback is 
reportedly a rugged 10-mile climb. 
There will be no open house at 
Thorncrag this Sunday because of 
climb. 
On the following Sunday, Oct. 17, 
there will be a work trip to the Ap- 
palachian    Trail    for   some    of    the 
pies living either on or off campus club's council members. Only three 
are invited to the Ball and Chain's miles of the 40 which Bates main- 
first event of  the year. tains  remains to be cleared. 
Senior Class Gives 
1st Football Rally 
Mayor Bob Corish made his first 
official public appearance of the year 
the eve of Saturday's ilL-fated en- 
counter with Middleury in the ca- 
pacity of master of ceremonies at 
the season's first football rally. 
The highlight of the evening's 
gathering, planned by Art Brad- 
bury, senior class prexy, was a 
speech by Coach Ducky Pond in 
which he entertained the student 
body by relating one of the gems 
from his vast repertoire of football 
stories and told the students what 
they could expect from the team on 
Saturday and during the remainder 
of the season. Ed Petro, head line 
coach and basketball coach, and 
Freshman Coach Erv Huether were 
then  introduced. 
Cheerleaders Zeke Zakarian, 
Marilyn Davis, Jim Dempsey, Jim 
Anderson, Elaine Baraby, Grace 
Ulrich, and "Tootie" Bunten led 
the assemblage through several 
cheers and the student body was 
once more treated to group singing 
a la Dempsey. 
Music was furnished by the foot- 
ball band under the direction of Mr. 
Waring. The band led a group of 
students to the gym from the en- 
virons of Santon Elm preceding the 
rally. 
The rally was under the manage- 
ment of the senior class. The Stu- 
dent Council has announced that 
the next rally will be handled by 
the juniors. 
p. m. Any freshmen and upperclass- 
men wishing to join are-invited to 
attend. 
Stu-C Sets Date 
For Decapping 
William Stringfellow, president 
of the Student Council, swore in 
William Paradis at the semester's 
first regular meeting of the council 
last Wednesday evening in the 
Roger Williams conference room. 
Paradis was elected sophomore rep- 
resentative  last  spring, but was un- 
at    the   newspaper's    organizational able to assume his du,ies Previously.  ker. 
meeting last Thursday evening. The council has also made plans ker; 
Editors Of STUDENT 
Speak At Staff Meeting 
Editor Sue McBride welcomed 
some 50 veteran and prospective 
members of THE STUDENT staff 
Stu-G Meets, Lists 
House Secretaries 
President Helen Papaionou pre- 
sided at the first regular meeting of 
the Student Government board last 
Wednesday evening in the Wo- 
men's Union. 
House  secretaries  elected  for  the 
year are  Carol  Peterson,  East  Par- 
Nancy   Coleman,   West    Par- 
Beverly   Hauer,   Frye   Street; 
Goddard,    Hacker;     Norma 
Varsity debate squad tryouts for 
this first semester will begin next 
Monday, Oct. 11, in the Chase Hall 
Debating Room. The first four try- 
out debates will be on the proposi- 
tion: That the United Nations now 
be revised into a federal world gov- 
ernment. 
Twenty-five upperclassmen have 
signed for the trials and have been 
arranged in temporary teams. Each 
student has een allowed to choose 
the side of the topic he wants. 
Each speaker will have six minutes 
for his main speech and three min- 
utes for his rebuttal. 
The teams are arranged as fol- 
lows: Monday at 3:10 p. m., Marion 
Schwartz, Rae Stillman, and Don- 
ald Thibeault for the affirmative 
will debate William Dill, Richard 
Nair, and Philip Cjfiizzari. At 4:10 
p. m., Evelyn Kushner Max Bell, 
and Chester Leon on the affirma- 
tive will side against Lyla Nichols, 
Ernest DiMaria, and Barbara Gal- 
loupe. 
On Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 3:10 p. 
m., the affirmative team of Donald 
Peck, Arthur Knoll, and Robert 
Patterson debate Robert Williams, 
Donald Dervis, and Charles Stone. 
The fourth debate at 4:10 will see 
David Tillson, Richard Hartman, 
and Ralph Cate for the affirmative 
and Wilfred Barbeau, Herbert 
Bergdahl, and John Babigian for 
the negative. 
Also to try for the varsity squad 
is John Sutcliffe, a new transfer 
student. 
On Thursday, Oct. 14, at 3:10 p. 
m., a debate for top positions on the 
squad will be held. Frank Chapman 
and William Stringfellow will take 
the affirmative stand against Rich- 
ard McMahon and Charles Rad- 
cliffe on thi? season's collegiate 
topic: That (he federal government 
should provide for equalization of 
educational opportunity by means 
of grants to the states for tax sup- 
ported schools. 
After introducing the editors, Sue for the annual Freshman Decapping Carol 
Ceremony   which    is   scheduled   to  Chaffee, Wilson; Janet Hayes, Che- 
take place Ojt. 21 at 8 p. m. in the^ey;    Marjorie    Nickerson,    Chase; Woodcock 
Chase   Hall   basement.   As   in   the | Janet Brown, Milliken;  Elaine  Bar- 
aby,  Whittier,  and   Barbara  Duem- 
ling, Rand, 
ticipating. 
The following members of the 
Stu-C are assigned to help the 
freshmen organize their program: 
Burton Hammond, Mitchell; John 
Grady, Smith South; William Per- 
ham,  Smith  Middle;  Arnold  Alper- 
Physics Dept. Adds Astronomy Course 
To Acquaint Students With Universe 
"Since Bates is a liberal arts col- able through the generosity of a 
lege, students should have some .University of Chicago professor 
way of becoming acquainted with whose summer home is in Maine, 
the universe about them and the de-iThe   telescope 
went on to explain that the aims of 
the paper for the coming year are 
to improve the general writing cal- 
ibre and to institute a more efficient past' each dormitorv wi» Present a 
way of collecting copy on Sunday p 
morning. Sue hopes to eliminate 
"the  last minute Tuesday afternoon 
scramble" to fill in empty gaps". 
The head of each department 
spoke briefly on his aims and hopes 
for the coming year. Robert Foster, 
news editor, pointed out that his de- 
partment was instituting a new sys- 
tem for potential freshman report- 
ers. In order to stimulate interest 
and better ne,ws style, freshmen will 
write in competition with each oth- 
er. Foster explained that several 
reporters will be assigned to each 
story. The best story of those sub- 
mitted on time will be printed. 
The meeting closed with the 
heads of the departments passing 
out interest cards and signing up 
those  desiring to work under them. 
Two Bates Professors Publish 
Articles In National Magazines 
Prof. Seward and ,Mr. Fairfield 
are the authors of two articles pub- 
lished in national magazines this 
Past month. 
Prof. Seward's article appeared in 
the August-September issue of The 
Franco American and was written 
in French. The article, entitled 
"The Church Betrayed and the 
Church Awake", contained the au- 
thor's comments on two recent 
books: "A Call for Forty Thou- 
sand" by Father John Considine, 
and "France Alive" by Mrs. Claire 
H. Bishop. 
In reviewing the^ former book, 
Prof. Seward claims that Latin 
America needs 100,000 new priests 
!o Put it on a par with the United 
States. The existing situation in 
*-atin America of 6 or 7,000 persons 
^ each priest is of vital concern to 
J'! US citizens, he writes. Commu- 
n,sm is taking advantage of this sit- 
^'ion in Latin America today. 
Mr. Fairfield's article, which ap- 
p«"-ed in the Sept. 18 Saturday Re- 
"■ew of Literature, is written as an 
^swer to Monsieur Jean Hector j 
* John de Cr 
'ntaries upon the American char- 
ter and scene in his day. Mr. Fair- 
*eld wrote his letter of refutation 
ter examining de Crevecouer's 
torments in light of the America 
°f today. 
The   let, 
*^ent:   "So   you   see   in 
*ays the 
•ten 
•JOBS as we have broadened  our 
j graphical  and  political   spheres. 
*Uch   ,K   WC   HaVe   trie<1   ,0   keCP   S0 
J™ 'hat we may ultimately lose 
»kii ™iaTe t0 ?>uild a nation to 
■" other peoples may look with 
respect and a desire to belong (as 
was the case in your lifetime), we 
cannot be too self-satisfied with 
either our ideals, our material prog- 
ress, or our  ethnical composition." 
P. A. Board Initiates 
Conference System 
At the first recent meeting of the 
Publishing Association new ar- 
rangements were made for future 
meetings and contacts with the 
three student publications on cam- 
pus. 
It was decided by the board 
members that the first full week of 
each month will be set aside for 
meetings with the editorial boards 
of the publications. Under this sys- 
tem, the meetings will be held dur- 
ing the conference periods on Mon- 
day, Wednesday, and Friday. The 
"Garnet" staff will meet with the 
association on Monday, The STU- 
DENT editorial board will meet 
Wednesday, and on Friday meet- 
ings will be held with the "Mirror" 
editors. The contacts made possible 
l' under this system will benefit both 
the editorial boards and the associa- 
tion. 
Prof. Lena Walmsley and Dean 
Harry Rowe have been appointed 
to the board replacing Prof. Whit- 
beck and Miss Lydia Frank. Prof. 
Wilkins is the third faculty mem- 
ber. 
ter   concludes   with    this 
many 
spirit of our heritage has 
concretely   manifested   in   our 
Chase Hall 
At its weekly meeting, the Chase 
Hall Dance committee voted to 
hold this wek's Saturday night 
dance at Chase Hall. This Satur- 
day's dance will be free and cokes 
will be served in the basement. 
In keeping with the "break even" 
policy   of   the   committee,   the   re- 
Marjorie Iduced price of last Saturday's dance 
Richard ,broug1it   the   profit   of   the   dance 
\. r     ,   :    iry;   Jane   Hosking, down to $8.34, which for the most 
junior   ' representative;      Wendall part   will   be   used  for  records  for 
Wray,  junior   representative. |the forthcoming dances. 
Student   members   elected   in   the 
college   elections   last   year   include 
Edward   Hill,   president; 
Lemka,      vice-president; 
Friday Chapel Features 
Singing Of Hymns 
An innovation was introduced 
into chapel services last Friday 
morning with practice in hymnal 
singing under Mr. Waring's direc- 
tion. 
Mr. Sampson emphasized that the 
practice wasn't intended as any sort 
of "revival" program. It is rather 
an effort to familiarize the student 
body with hymns that are most fre- 
quently  used  in  chapel  services. 
Monday's chapel was given over 
to filling out schedules for the reg- 
istrar's office, as is customary at the 
eginning  of  each   new  semester. 
Calendar 
Thurs., Oct. 7: W.A.A. Training 
Rally, W.L.B., 7-9 p. m. Ball and 
Chain covered dish supper and 
dance, Chase Hall, 6-11 p. m. 
Fri., Oct. 8: Sophomore Class 
meeting, Chapel, 9:05-9:35 a. m. 
Sat., Oct. 9: Chase Hall Dance, 
8-11:45 p. m. 
Sun., Oct. 10: Outing Club Moun- 
». m. - 7:30 p. m. 
Tues., Oct. 12: Club night. Bil- 
liard demonstration by Charles Pe- 
terson, Chase Hall basement 7:30- 
8:30 p. m. 
Dance 
Mirror Editor 
Plans To Issue 
Book In June 
The '49 "Mirror" got underway 
last Friday with the first staff meet- 
ing of the year. The purpose of this 
meeting was to get an estimate of 
the number of students interested in 
working on the yearbook, and to in- 
troduce them to the work that has 
already been done and will be done 
in  the  following months. 
In the course of the meeting, 
David Tillson, editor, suggested 
that the staff try to meet as often 
as possible during the next few 
weeks to determine the theme of the 
'49 yearbook, to exchange new ideas 
for improvement, and decide upon 
a general plan of organization. This 
will enable the photographer to de- 
termine the appropriate pictures 
needed. As Tillson stated, "We want 
to make the yearbook; we don't 
want the yearbook to make us." 
Within a fjew weeks, the staff will 
have definitely decided on a photog- 
rapher, and appointtnents for indi- 
vidual group sittings will be made 
with  the  students. 
It is the desire of .the "Mirror", 
as well as the rest of the student 
published 
scriptive course in astronomy is de- 
signed to fit such a need," said Dr. 
of   the   physics   depart- 
ly  course,   rein- 
[ stated this year, has not been offer- 
ed since  1943. 
take I    Dr. William  R. Whitehorne, pro- 
Little ! fessor emeritus of physics, was head 
stein, Smith North; George Disnard 
Freshman    debibbing    will 
place   at   ceremonies   in   the 
Theatre   Oct.   21.     Martha   Rayderlof    the    physics    department     and 
and Patricia  Dunn are in charge of taught the course before the war. 
the   program   arrangements. The  class  of  nine  students,   Bar- 
Following a   suggestion   made  afbara     Muir-     Gwendolyn     Stavely, 
an  NSA  conference,  letters will  be Shirley • Becker'    Robert    Flemin«- 
is manufactured by 
the same company as the one at 
Chicago's Yerkes Observatory, the 
largest refractor telescope in the 
world. 
The aims <*f the course are to ac- 
quaint the students with the uni- 
verse, the methods used by astron- 
lomers, and the motions of planets 
and other bodies. The class has 
been star-gazing twice already, has 
located some of the constellations, 
and  seen  Jupiter and her  satellites. 
As Dr. Woodcock has said, astron- 
sent to ten women each week invit- «'««"«.»*.   "*™   *""*""• !0n.y   is   an   unselfish   study,   one 
and    Donald    Connors.   John    Ber-  ing them  to attend Stu.G meeting9.'Donald   Ryder,   and   Robert   Smith, i^.^   ^^   ^   ^   ^ 




William   Stringfellow,   Chase 
William    Paradis,   the   town 
The Stu-C has also appointed a 
committee to look into the con- 
gested conditions which exist at the 
book store at the beginning of each 
semester. Members of this commit- 
tee include Bjirton Hammond, Wil- 
liam Perham, Richard Nair, and a 
CA representative as yet not ap- 
pointed. 
is  fortunate  in  having  good  equip- 
pure 
tain Climb,  Saddleback Mountain, 6 body,   to   have   the   book 
and    distributed   this   year   before 
classes are finished in June. 
Cue   Champion 
Next  Tuesday 
Billiard Champion Charles 
Peterson will appear .next 
Tuesday evening, Oct. 12, at 
7:30 in Chase Hall, rather than 
the previous Tuesday as stated 
in last week'i STUDENT it 
has been announced by Rich- 
ard Johnson, president of the 
Chase Hall Committee. Ar- 
rangements are being made by 
the Chase Hall Committee. Ad- 
mission will be free for both 
men and women. 
Magazine Opens 
Editor's Contest 
Mademoiselle magazine has open- 
ed its annual contest for College 
Board members and its 1949 Col- 
lege Guest Editors. 
College Guest Editors will be 
guests of the magazine for four 
weeks (June 6 through July 1) to 
help write and edit the annual Au- 
gust College issue of Mademoiselle. 
They will be paid round-trip trans- 
portation, plus a regular salary for 
their  work. 
While in New York City, Guest 
Editors take part in a full calendar 
of activities designed to give them 
a head start in their careers. They 
receive informal, personalized ca- 
reer guidance. In addition each 
Guest Editor interviews a top celeb- 
!rit in her chosen field, to get advice 
on the education and training need- 
ed and to ask about tips and short 
cuts in reaching the top. Guest Edi- 
tors also take field trips to news- 
paper offices, fashion workrooms, 
radio stations, stores, agencies and 
printing plants. 
In order to be chosen as a Col- 
lege Guest Editor, undergraduates 
must be members of Mademoiselle's 
national College Board during the 
1948-49 college year. Twenty Col- 
lege Guest Editors will be selected 
from the College Board. They will 
be chosen on the basis of three as- 
signments to be given by Made- 
moiselle during the year. 
This means that the first step in 
becoming a Mademoiselle College 
Guest Editor is to join Mademoi- 
selle's College Board now. The 
rules are as follows: 
1. Contestants must submit a re- 
port of two typewritten, double- 
spaced pages on any new phase of 
campus life: a new academic 
course, a fashion, a fad, a campus 
activity, an interesting organization, 
a college trend or anything else that 
might interest other college stu- 
dents. 
open  few g: 
of the board attend.  Through  these 
invitations   it   will   be   possible   for 
many women on campus to have a 




love   of   knowledge,  because   it   has 
no "practical" end. 
Movies   will   be   offered   in    this 
course to bring some of the awe of 
Although   the   board   meetings   are 
iris othec than members ment for ,he course: a three-inch 
and a four-inch telescope, a constel- 
lation projection apparatus which 
shows   the   motion   of   fixed   stars' 
about the axis of the earth in what- these facts into realization. "The 
ever time relationship is desirable Earth in Motion", "The Star Fam- 
for illustartion, wall star charts, and ily'!, "The Moon", and "Exploring 
a pocket planetarium which can :the Universe" are their titles, 
be used as a guide at night for find • j If anyone is interested in locat- 
ing stars and constellations. There ,ing constellations the book "Seeing 
are sextants and spectrographs, and Stars" is available in the physics of- 
;Dr. Whitehorne's lifetime slide col- 
Student Federalists laid plans for lection of nebulae, comets, planets, 
this   year's   activities   at   a   meeting'an(j  eclipses. 
held Monday morning. Among oth- 
er topics, members discussed means 
of best conducting a drive for in- 
creasing   club   membership. 
As the meeting was open, several 
new members were brought into 
the club. 
An evening discussion group will 
meet next week at the home of one 
of the faculty advisers or off- 
campus members to consider prob- 
lems facing World Federalism in 
the light of present day affairs. 
The  four-inch   telescope   is  avail- 
fice on the second floor of Car- 
negie. The star gazing sessions are 
not pre-scheduled, but depend on 
the weather. 
Wesley Club Joins 
Regional Movement 
The Wesley CUib, formerly the 
Methodist Student Felllowship, held 
its first meeting of the semester 
last Sunday evening at the home ot 
Dr.  D'Alfonso. 
Frederick Chenery opened the 
meeting with a short worship ser- 
vice in whidh Nellie Henson read 
the prayer and the group sang 
hymns accomapnied by Marilyn 
Deston. 
Chenery then told the group that 
the    fellowship    which    began    last 
The Young Republican Club, for- yMr had been accepted as a part of 
merly the Dewey Club, anonunces |the   New   England   Methodist   Stu- 
that they are planning a rally to be dent Movement. 
Republican Club Plans 
For Monmouth Meeting 
held at Mr. LeMaster's home in 
Monmouth some time this month. 
The governor is expected to make a 
personal appearance at the gather- 
ing and address the YRC members 
informally. 
A meeting to plan time of de- 
parture and means of transporation 
to Monmouth will be held in the 
near future. Interested students are 
asked to watch THE STUDENT 
for further details. Chairman 
Charles Radcliffe also urges that all 
people who want to participate in 
he YRC's activities notify John 
Heckler in Smith Middle or Mar- 
jorie Dwelley in Cheney House. 
Following this, Dr D'Alfonso de- 
veloped the subject "What Protes- 
tantism Means to Me." He dis- 
cussed the accepted stands of the 
Protestant Qhurch, its beliefs and 
disbeliefs, and its practical conse- 
quences. A short discussion period 
followed in which Dr. D'Alfonso 
answered several questions. Re- 
freshments  were then  served. 
The   club   intends  to  meet 
second week throughout the ■•"Ka-'gLjZIj 
ter.   The   next   meeting   is  planned New £     ~^' 
for Sunday evening, Oct. 17, at the 
home of Rev. Porter of the Metho- 
dist Church in Lewiston. 
2. Contestants must submit a 
sapnshot, plus complete data on col- 
lege and home addresses, class year, 
college major and minor, other in- 
terests and activities and paid or 
volunteer jobs held. 
3. All material must be mailed to 
the College Board Editor, Made- 
moiselle, 122 East 42 Street, New 
York 17, New York, postmarked no 
later than midnight, Nov. 1, 1948. 
4. Only undergraduates at accred- 
ited colleges and junior colleges, 
available to work as Guest Editors 





Patricia Snell, Aaron Gillespie, 
and Hugh Penney have been ap- 
pointed to offices in the Christian 
Association, President Nelson 
Home announced at the year's first 
CA cabinet meeting last Wednes- 
day evening. 
Patricia Snell, newly installed 
secretary, served for a year as Com- 
munity Service Commission chair- 
man and was nominated last spring 
for the office of vice-president. She 
now fills the vacancy left by Jean 
Chapman. 
Aaron Gilespie replaces Donald 
Patnode as chairman of the Campus 
Service Commjssion. A member of 
the Social Commission last year, 
Gillespie was the organizer of coed 
dining and the beginners' dance 
class. 
Hugh Penney is now in charge 
of deputations for the Faith Com- 
mission. He replaces Glenn Kume- 
kawa, elected last June to a position 
y on the Program Committee of the 
Christian     Movement     in 
First ludson Meeting 
Theme Is Wastebaskets 
Sunday evening the Judson Fel- 
lowship held its first meeting of the 
year at the United Baptist Church. 
The entire Judson program for 
this year has been renovated, and 
the theme for the evening was 
"Wastebaskets", discarding the old 
when beginning anew. 
Kumekawa, Arthur Darken, and 
Dr. Painter traveled to Littleton, 
Mass., last weekend to represent 
the Bates SA at the year's first 
NESCM Program Committee 
meeting. 
Mountain Climb 
The Outing Club will sponsor an 
all-day mountain climb Sunday to 
Mt. Saddleback, Maine. The group 
will leave at 8 a. m. and return that 
evening about 7 o'clock. Two meals 
will be served on the trip. Special 
arangements    will    be    made    for 
The evening opened with a short breakfast. 
religious service led by Jane Os- 
born. It was followed by a recrea- 
tional and singing period led by 
Betty Lou Plays. 
Anyone who has not already 
signed up in the dorms may maks 
reservations with either Marilyn 
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FOR FIRE ONLY    .   .   . 
Thanks to last Friday's rain the tinder-box forests of Maine 
go{ a muh needed wetting. If this is the first of a long install- 
ment of rain the state can sit back and heave a long sigh of 
relief. However, if this rain is just an exception, the conse- 
quences may be much more far-reaching. The state has suf- 
fered — and for that matter all of New England — the worst 
drought in the history of the Weather Bureau. The water re- 
serves are about the lowest they've ever been, and the forests 
have been drier than they ever have been. These facts point 
directly to a sit«ation that already is familiar to most of the 
upperclassmen at Bates — forest fires. Unless we get consid- 
erably more rain shortly, Bates men may find themselves in 
exactly the same position as they were last October. 
Last year when the state was caught in the forest fires and 
called on college men Bates men went willingly. As they went 
President Phillips gave them assurances that the college would 
mark time until the emergency was over; classes would go on, 
but they would cover no new material that the men would miss. 
When they returned to classes they found, in the vast major- 
ity of cases, that the college had waited for them, and so they 
were able to pick up just where they left off. For the profes- 
sors who understood the situation and adjusted themselves to 
it there is nothing but praise. However, there were enough 
members of the faculty in various departments who were com- 
pletely oblivious to their responsibilities that many students 
remember all too well. The memory of words like, "Well, the 
students can have two weeks extra to catch up", or "The stu- 
dents can get in their missed work whenever they can", or any 
of the other comments admitting the professor's inability for 
honest understanding, doesn't fade too rapidly. 
If, this year, Bates men should be faced with the same situa- 
tion as last fall, the administration had better realize before- 
hand that many students will be" considerably less willing to 
maintain the excellent record Bates attained in last year's 
emergency, unless they are convinced that every professor wil' 
be as unselfish as the men who spent sleepless nights and lone 
days at Bowdoinham, Richmond. Kezar Falls, Kennebunk, and 
ail the other places. The time for the administration and the 
faculty to think about these possibilities are now — not after 
they happen. R- M. 
That heavy, clanking sound you 
hear around Sampsonville is the 
Ball and Chain Club shaking itself 
into activity after a long summer 
layoff. Under the direction of its 
officers, Art Bradbury, Kay Bailey, 
Audrey Norris, and George Stew- 
art, the club has just about complet- 
ed plans for the annual "Get Ac- 
quainted" supper. Tomorrow night 
we will wend Chase Hall-ward with 
our best suits, casseroles, salads, and 
appetites. If we can judge from pre- 
vious get-togethers at Chase, a good 
time is in store for all. How can 
we miss with that giant-sized book 
of "Party games" that Stew has 
been studying. I wonder if we can 
get Frenchie and Wimpy to do 
their impersonations? 
While on the subject df the "Get 
Acquainted" supper, the most popu- 
lar reading material this week has 
been one of Commissar Corish's 
campaign promises. Remember that 
list of prospective baby sitters that 
was distributed? Well, it looks like 
some of the boys will have an op- 
portunity to prove their loyalty to 
our Mayor. 
What with Dawn Leone's new 
Toni and Doreen Wiskup's up- 
sweep, the emphasis among the 
younger ladies of Sampsonville 
seems to be centering on the glam- 
erous. Suzi Larochelle's bangs have 
also been sacrificed for a niftier 
hair-do. Not to be outdone, wee 
Melody Bonney has been sporting 
a hair bow 
Fred    and    Janet    Weston    carne 
. Swtjace TU&e .  j 
Been nosing around the butt 
rooms and listening to great plans 
for a mass exodus to surrounding 
institution on coming weekends . . . 
back for a visit  and a peek at this i        . . ,    . . 
,    .      ,   „ „        , foreign cows certainly do have long 
year s football team last Saturday. 
horns . . . 
The oddest things go on at night 
.  .  Sandy  came  out  of  the  front 
door of his apartment on his bare 
toes and carrying a beverage in his 
hand ... he didn't see me watching 
Fran and Alan Blanchard are 
now with us. All we need is the ar- 
rival of Caroline and Sandra Buker 
to bring Garcelon House up to full 
complement. 
Don't   let   those   earlier   rumors .j,jm as he proceeded around into the 
about roaches keep you from drop- 
ping    in    and    paying    us    a    visit. 
Thanks   to  the  all-out   war   waged 
with  Al Johnson's  super-flit,  insect 
back  door  and  vanished  without  a 
trace ... 
Hear tell that the master Link of 
Seniors Start Prelim Job Hunting 
Prof. Bartlett Begins Registration, 
Dance Ettiquette 
Has New 'DontY 
By Betty Bagdigian Us"ally, 
Graduate  from   Bate*  and  get  a » «. ^ ^-—* In 0rdfr' 
job in the Five and Ten" — that ■ 
a joke, son. and an oft quoted cam- 
pus joke. But to one Bates grad- 
uate, that was no joke. After his 
"There's a few important rules graduation he did get a job in a 
about the cutting-in-sy»tem that |pive and Ten, W. T. Grant's, to be 
everyone should know. Never cut specjfic j, seemed to be the only 
in again the minute the girl has ^^ avajiable for a fellow who 
been snatched from you. Dance ^ spent more time piaying in the 
with  someone else first. I dance   band   and   enjoying   himself 
"Don't  argue  if  someone  cuts  in  tnan    becoming   a    student    of    the 
I 
,the Smith North  chain has expand- on you. Let the girl go for the min- 
bombs,  and  roach   powder,  we  areled his activities from piaving moth- 
back  to  last  year's  bug-less  stand- •       hen  tQ  the  fresliman   fellows  to 
ards. The Senseneys. the Bradburys, 'include  advice  to  the  lovelorn  .  .  . 
and   the   Lonergans   also   en«aRed both sides .. . 
and   defeated  an   invasion   of  sand 
.     'developed  with   the   new   rule  .   .   . 
If  we   need   any   other   reminder |seems that everyone must put their 
that   normalcy   is   setting   in,   the!exact   destination   in   the   sign-out- 
Stanley  parties  are  under  way and |books, and so many people are sign- 
I suppose it won't be too long be- jng out t0  the  Libe  .  .   .  what  a 
fore  we're   having  the  Thermalogy 
suppers. 
ute.  You  can  cut  back  later. 
"Don't push, shove, grab, or de- 
liver a knockout blow when cutting 
in. A tap on the shoulder, a smile, 
•Tis a strange situation that has or 'please, may  I', is enough  of a 
signal. 
"At a public dance or one where 
girls may be unescorted, there are 
also several rules to remember. Be 
careful to see if a girl came with an 
escort before asking her to dance. 
If  she  didn't  it  is  perfectly  proper 
marvelous   thing  is  the  educational 
system . . . 
We are all hoping that Jerry La-,     Headline   news:   George   Thomp 
rochelle will shake off that sickness  son's marriage to Fran  Cooper . 
that   has  been   bothering  her. 'Best wishes to the new couple . . . 
h  
written words. This Bates graduate 
kept advancing in the company un- 
til now he is a vice-president and is 
in charge of the southern stores. A 
good job! 
Bates graduates of today don't 
usually face the problems that beset 
many of their fellow students. The 
Placement Office, in Chase Hall, is 
ac 
[ which many Bates grads 
is the field of teaching, j 
help   them,   the   Placement » 
has a department devi     : to   '** 
er placement.  In year. 
sor   Robert   McDonald   i 1      a<l   Of  ,1   ■ 
Department of  Education am       I 
chology,  has  been  in  char„e   .*■ 
Following Prof. McDoi 
ment  in  June,   Mr.  I)    \   y     * 
ner   was   appointed   to  the  fa °" 
Dr.  Bortner is now  : , ' • 
work   in   the   Placeme      liurelu    ' 
graduate of Gettysburg < pa, '   ' 
lege.  Dr.  Bortner recei\ 
I 
Meet I ter's   degree  from   Penn  St 
lege,  and  is  now  getl i 
from Temple Universit; Wner 
taught last. year. During the 
Mr.   Bortner was in the 
hc *at 
at the time of his disch; -.... held,i, 
rank of captain.  He ha. taught ' ■ 
•  -.      ♦Kotiboth  public  and  privati      hunt.     I 
the   scene   of   much   trHty   that | 
makes   life   easier  for   them. J'™^   „  those  fielde 
the   time   students   enter  college  as 
freshmen,  they are in direct touch      Many Bates students have h* J 
teresting experiences when they M I . to introduce yourself and ask for af*^ Mr  pau, Bartlett and his staff. 
dance.   But   if  she   did,   you   should jThis contac, {g kep, up a]l through talking in a public place     .! hapDe, 
ask the escort to introduce you to ^^ ^^ Mreer unti,   when they to drop some remark ;      ident^ 
The appearance of the "Mirror" iWho was the "«ood Professor" who her.   After  you've   danced  with  aa,        s the Qffice has      ough them  with  their alma 
2„ ITJZLlTu^TL gave H top billing in the Herald?. . . -^r** ■*  y°U  mayf  Uk; iV (information  to make i, much  easier the   two   coeds   v , „  int0 
Fof you  old  timers  the  news  of.back   t0   ,h.e   Place, y°u   foui
nd   her' 'for  them  to  help  tentative  employ- greater    Boston    store 
caused some excitement because we 
had our own  sectipn,  and we were      "'        ~ -     — ■ i{h     k her for the dance, and excuse 
also  well  represented   in   the  snap-  K.rnm,eCloughs    engagement    to ^ 
shot  section.  As  if we  needed  fur-  ***. Hobbs   will   come   as  a   long- £ ^ 
ther proof that time is" flying by, the »™ted surprise . . . Best wishes to      ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
infants and toddlers of last year are|tnem Dotn ■ • • |dress Qut of a gir,    If she  is  unes. 
now   battling   it   out   in   the   sand i     Meetings   of   the   "We   don t   go | 
ers get in touch with "just the right Bates man on his knees i .Aretha, 
person   for   the   job".   Already   this —(an unheard of practi 
year,   many   seniors  have  filled  out was   selling   shoes,   a  , 
registration blanks in the office, and while   he   was   attending   gradual,! 
are   waiting   for   the    interviewers school.   So,   through 
PEP?    RALLIES    .    .    . 
In the opinion of many who attended the pre-Middlebury 
rally last Friday evening, despite the labors of the hard-work- 
ing cheerleaders and the band, the whole affair for the most 
part went over like the proverbial lead balloon, and had more 
the effect of a funeral service than a true pep rally. 
Two facts, however, should not be overlooked. One is that 
the purpose of the rally was mainly to teach the student body 
the new cheers and to review the old ones, and that purpose 
was accomplished. The second is that Art Bradbury (aside 
from the anxieties of being an expectant father) had only three 
days to prepare for the gathering with his classmates. 
The purpose of this article is not to put the finger on anyone 
for what has already passed, but to do something about the 
four rallies still to come. 
The Coordinating Committee, composed of members from 
both student governments, has set down a policy that there 
shall be no "variety show" rallies this year, such as last year's 
Maine and Colby rallies. We feel that while this still accom- 
plishes the first goal of rallies — to learn the cheers — it is 
most detrimental to the second and more imporant goal, which 
is to instill spirit in the student body. 
We feel that a certain number of skits and the like are most 
important in promoting the spirit which should prevail at the 
games, and was notably lacking at last -Saturday's contest. 
However, this entertainment should be limited to that which 
is related to the game. The programs need to have more life, 
something which skits and the like add, and they should be 
run off in a fast and snappy fashion. We could use a few more 
band numbers, which will probably come with more practice, 
and to those with musical talent, a new school song wouldn't 
hurt either. 
Rallies should leave the students with a strong desire for 
their team to come through, full of spirit that they can let out 
the following afternoon, and with hoarse throats. The results 
cf a successful Friday night rally will be quite evident the next 
day, providing that everything in the rally contributes to the 
central theme — "LET'S FIGHT AND WIN !" R. N. 
Cats 'Avoid Carnegie! 
Lab Rals On The Loose 
By Janet Mellor 
One of the busiest places on this 
campus is the Carnegie Science 
Building. 
Among the odors, one finds the 
freshmen, going blind trying to lo- 
cate their various specimens with 
one eye, and using the other to 
see what they are drawing. The I 
sophomores are in the process of 
dissecting frogs, and the juniors 
have sharpened their scapels in 
preparation for their dogfish. Soon 
you shall see crates and sacks en 
tering Carnegie which seem to be 
alive — yes, everybody watch his 
cat. The scapels will again be shar- 
pened. 
The seniors haven't quite decided 
whether they are taking a course in 
Chemistry or Histology. Most of 
their time has been consumed in 
making up solutions and reagents. 
but they broke the monotony by 
going out to Lake Sabattus last 
week to get leeches. They are now 
.in the process of flattening them 
|out under cover glasses, fixing, and 
staining them in order to mount 
them on slides. And they are look- 
ing forward to dissecting a congo 
eel, to get tissues for histological 
preparation and  study. 
Dr. Sawyer feels fortunate in hav- 
ing two new assistants why will help 
him carry on work this year. 
Professor   Robert   B.   Wait   is   a 
boxes or making their way around 
with the aid of walkers — a la Peter 
McCarthy and Ch<ryl Webber. 
Fran Richards and wife dropped 
by to say hello, and ex-Sampson- 
ville reporter Len Charpentier 
drops a line from BU saying that 
he is getting into the swing of Med- 
ical school by dissecting cadavers. 
But then Len was always cutting 
up when he was at Bates. Yuk-yuk. 
Best I quit before these puns get 
out  of  hand. 
out with men" club are from 7 to 
11 p m. Saturdays in East's recep- 
tion  room  . 
;corted   and  you d   like   to   take   her nationai   firms   and   organiza-  the  Placement  Bureau and the 
home,   you   can   tell   her   so,   k*!^  tha,  are  expected  on  campus dents   themselves.   Bate. 
. time does not run 
over in deference to non-members 
. . . "Milton, thou shoulast be living 
at this hour" . . . 
chances are you won't make first 
base by trying to command the sit- 
uation. 
"Here's  one  sure  tip.   Don't  try 
to keep up a steady stream of con- 
The   "fearless   four"   are   giving !versation    whjie   you    dance.      You 
Milliken's    proctors    a    hard    time..^,,   haye   ,Q   ,alk   at   a„    Act   as 
radically   changing   the   pattern   of .,hough you were so entranced with 
sleeping gear . |the  gir]    the  music  and  the  move. 
in the near future. are working in a large area and 
One of the traditional fields into number of diversified jobs. 
I a: 11 
.Must  dash off . . . nearly Chapel 
time and I only managed 3.175 . . . 
Mis.s Fit. 
to Bates from Southern College of 
Optometry in Memphis. Tenn., 
where he was head of the Biology 
department and Dean of the Col- 
lege. 
'COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE" 
LEWISTON  TRUST   CO. 
LEWISTON — MAINE 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
Boston Tea Store 
S. S. Woodbury, Prop. 
Fancy   Groceries   and 
Confectionery 
Tel. 4.8332 249 Main St. 
Your 
Common Ailment, Names Go Blank, 
Em bar rasing, But Sometimes Funny 
By Wilfred Barbeau 
"Hi . . . er . . ah . . . there! Good 
to see you again, have a good sum- 
mer?   Swell."    (I   know   darn   well 
who  this  is,  he   sat  next  to  me  in 
ment   that   words   fail   you. 
dancing will be better, too. 
"Loud   talking,   boisterous   laugh- 
ter  and  kiddish   cutting-up   are  out 
of  place   at   any   dance.   Very   fre- 
\, J        .•-_, „a„. „„ ,n  English  last  year,  but  what   IS  his quently rowdy actions reflect on all,      • 
of vour associates, your family and, ' 
•    ..        »• i „j • "I   had   a   good   summer   too   up vour organization. Make a good im- « K 
, , ..   . .   .  at   camp   vou  know,   but  we 11   talk pression   on   people   —   don t   be   a l   '-"'"»'  •>"" • 
roughneck " about it later, I've got to run down 
and pick up my bags . . . see you in 
a little while." (Pheeww. that was 
close, I don't think he noticed, but 
it won't happen again 'cause here 
comes one I  do know.) 
So it went, although it seemed 
"After 15 years of lecturing in a good to be ba,ck as you wended 
typical small liberal arts college. yo"r way across the green-cloaked 
one collects an astonishing array of ^ campus. It would have been so 
interesting types. Several weeks ago, much easier if your mind didn't play 
after a delightful dinner of crab-, such foolish tricks. It takes a lot of 
meat and pickles they all returned the starch out of one's sails not to 
to haunt me: know  others  after they call you  so 
"1.   The   athletic   type—The   aca-  readily, 
demic processes hold no terrors for I    There's   a   girl   in   West   Parker 
the   hero  of  the  gridiron.   His  fra- 
All Student Types 
Haunt The Memory 
Boy,   Daddy?   Boy? 
POLITICS PREFERRED 
C. A. Public Affairs Commission 
ternity brothers have a complete 
file- of my lecture notes and exam- 
inations. It's a rare treat to find 
him in class. So nice of him to 
come. 
"2. The playboy type—The morn- 
ing after finds him in class in his 
roommate's shoes on the wrong 
feet. He drops his pipe but never 
quite recovers it. I hand it to him 
after class. 
"3. The academic type—Probably 
the most objectionable of all. The 
head is attached to the spine on a 
hinge and nods back and forth dur- 
RUSSIA'S   MORTIMER  SNERD the finest of the world's germplasm. 
By Cy Naaris what  ha8  he   done?     gome   few 
Who is he? Two campus figures ,'years go Mr. Wallace formed a 
graduate of Bowdoin College. He referred to Henry Wallace as such political party which he devoted to 
received his master's degree from Recently because they Had deep con- the establishment of world peace, 
Harvard,   and   taught   in   Deerfield , victions of his being a Communist, j protection  of the rights of minority 
Academy and other preparatory a rable-rouser and fit recruit for the 
schools. He has come to Bates from psychopathic squad. Perhaps it 
the University of Massachusetts would not offend those who make 
where he was assistant professor of attempts at objectivity to say that 
Biology. he  is  also a   Presbyterian,  a  hard 
Professor .Mark T. Crowley had worker (who made his wealth 
undergraduate work at Fordham through ingenuity, not exploitation), 
University, where he also took his and a competent agriculturist, "Our 
doctor's  degree.  Dr.  Crowley  came  Economic Heritage" Ec. 200, favor- 
ably mentions his name twice. He 
has a characteristic Mid-Western 
hate for social injustice, political 
corruption, and (being an authority 
on   breeding)   war   which   destroys 
groups regardless of belief, a com- 
fortable but not luxurious living 
for workers, and the establishment 
of    a    sound     American 
who    handled    the    situation    with 
rather     clever     equanimity.     Some 
ory.   Ten   minutes   later   he 
into  the  WP  lounge causing a te» 
stitches   to   be   dropped   and | 
"That's it! Ray Stillman!" 
And   dear   Ray,   she  lose  to the 1 
situation   and   says,   "Thanks a lot I 
Jim,   I'm   really   flattered"  knowing I 
full   well    this   unfortunate   young 
man's name  was Willie. 
Probably everyone has had somtl 
experience in thifc situation, but] 
there are others who just seem :o 
have an overgrown faculty foi - I 
ting into such mess Now Caroll 
Patrell drew more than her share I 
While going through the receiving 
line introducing fresl reach-l 
ed Miss Rowe and lit: mind •.ventl 
blank, while her chin fell in con-l 
sternation. Miss Rowe had to takel 
over but Carol pulled her iron outl 
of the fire by saying, "Gee. I a!-l 
ways called her by her first nat»| 
so that I forget the rest." 
And   it   was   the   same   girl 
forgot the names of sophomori 
well-intentioned young man came her house as she introduced them 
into her dorm and greeted her with .the freshmen. Every time she gc| 
a fumbling of "HIES" and "How-!stuck, Lindy stuck her head of Vl 
are-you's" so she screwed up her room and shouted the name a | 
eyebrows and pointed an accusing went back to her work, 
finger at the hapless youth, "You j Getting back to the receiving lii j 
don't know my name do you?" it   seems   that   Athena  Gifto*  man-J 
"Well,   I   er,   don't  tell   me   now, aged  to  introduce  Mrs.   P.i- 
it'll come to me in a minute."  So'all   people)   as   Mrs.   Tibbets   I    J 
out he walks into the night scratch- itimes.  Who knows what else cou 
ing his head for some  native" mem-|have happened? 
brings an armload of books to class 
to  impress  me,   I   guess.   The  boys 
ing the entire lecture and the mouth 1 are on  to him, however, and  sorae- 
and eyes utter continually, 'Yes, 
professor.  Yes,  professor!' 
"4. The negative type—All right 
brother, you put me in this class 
now just try to teach me some- 
thing. You would put me in the 
front row. I can hear him uttering 
under his breath, 'For gosh sakes 
let's get this over.' 
"5. The lovey dovey type—Must 
be taken together for they are in- 
separable    as    two    Siamese    twins. 
which might prove to the world that 
Capitalism with restrictions would 
perpetrate itself. He rallied many 
misfits, laborers, artists, revolution- 
ists. Communists, professors, stu-' 
dents. The party has since taken 
form, held a convention, and nomi- 
nated candidates. Of late, however,' 
because he (the leading candidate) 
(Continued on page four) 
economy  Hearts and  musjc, violets and poe- 
try, these two love birds are major- 
ing in Marriage and the Family. 
"6. .     Camouflage — He       always 
AUBURN  THEATRE 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Oct. 7, 8, 9 
"PANHANDLE"  with 
Rod   Cameron   -   Cathy   Downs 
Sat. Night Swing Band     Fox News 
Pal's  Adventure 
Fri-Sat Only 5 Big Acts Vaudeville 
Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed. 
Oct. 10, 11, 12, 13 
"CANON  CITY"  starring 
Scott  Brady 
Mine Own U.  S. Fox News 
Hollywood   Steps   Out 
EMPIRE THEATRE 
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 
Oct. 6, 7, 8, 9 
"LUXURY  LINER" with 
Jane  Powell  -  George   Brent 
Sun.  -  Mon.  - Tues. 
Oct.  10,  11,  12 
Jack   Carson   -   Denins   Morgan   in 
"Two Guys From Texas" 
STRAND  THEATRE 
Wed. and Thurs. - Oct. 6 and 7 
The Pirate - Judy Garland-G. Kelly 
Gay   Intruder        -        John   Emory 
Fri.  and Sat. -  Oct.  8 and 9 
Noose Hangs Hig*i-Abbbtt-Costello 
Desperadoes of Dodge  City -  Lane 
Sun., Mon., Tues. - Oct. 10, 11, 12 
Fort   Apache       -        Fonda-Temple 
Music   Man        -        Stewart-Briton 
one is always picking on him. At 
the moment he's sitting on a tack 
and trying to get some one's feet 
off his back. 
Villanova Prof 
In answering a polling reportenl 
question  of  "Why  Should  I I 
to College?" an instructor at V     J 
nova college said, "It  is on< I 
obligations   exacted   for   ti I 
lege of being alive that a man mu«l 
ask these three quest:,'-- abaci 
!himself:  (1)  What am  P W*J 
"7.   The   popular   type—She   had 
four   fraternity   pins   this   semester. 
three last, and spends her class hour ,am I? (3>  Where am  I   • 
twisting  the  ends  of  her beautiful goes   to   college   to nim " 
(Continued  on  page  four) the answers  to  thes< 
r 
For INSTANT 
Taxi Service EAT  AT 
Call FRANGEDAKIS' 
44066 MODERN 
Radio Cabs    .    .    . RESTAURANT 
.    .    .    Bus Service 
For That . . . 
EVENING   SNACK 
Ray's I.G.A. Store 
Three minutes From Campus 
95 ELM ST. 
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M. 
Phone 2-5612 
SHOE REPAIR 
* BEST OF WORK 
* DELIVERY 
* NO   RATES   LOWER 





The beauty of Towle Sterling In- 
creases. A place setting costs as little 
as $22.70 including 20fo Federal Tax. 
Also Patterns by Towle, Interna- 
tional, Gorham, Reed & Barton, 
Lunt & Wallace at $24.50 place set- 
ting (tax included). 
"SLIPPER-FREE WHERE 
YOUR FOOT RENDS" 
Expert Watch Repairing 
Barnstone-Osgood Go. 
JEWELERS - SILVERSMITHS 




EMteat Style tn 
Foot Comfort 
When you step out in these 
up-to-the-minute Bates Orig- 
inals, your friends will never 
suspect that they're as com- 
fortable as a pair of slippers. 
That's because they can't see 
the extra luidth across the ball 





STCRt     rGR     MEN 
L 
205 MAIN STREET LEWISTON II 
wevr Sophomores Bolster 
\Q0bcatLine, Backfield 
' Pr,r" Hamel,   the   triple   threat   backfield 
THE BATES STUDENT,      OCTOBER   6,   1948 THREE 
Gridiron Men Nurse 
Numerous Injuries 
The   football   team   came 
The 
Uitte" 
By Joel rice 
f0„tribiition   of   last   yearns mainstay   of   last   year's   frosh,   has  
the   Middlebury  game  with 
„•• to the Garnet varsity been   forced  to  carry  much   of   the  of    assorted    types. 
out   of 
injuries 
although 
A Letter To The Bobcats 
•?KMU6tvuf SiUfc 
By  Dave. Turkeltaub 
It is hard to say which was more 
important to the fans at the Middle- 
Gentlemen:  This  is the  first real of  the  seven  teamf  we  played  last ibury  game  on   Saturday,  the  base- 
the occasion   we   have   had   to   write   a  year.   Then,   at   the   University   of ball  pennant  race,  or  the  game'in 
letter   to   you   since   last   year*s   tilt I Massachusetts, you realized for  the 
Eleven Meets Tufts In 
Last Out-Of-State Trip 
By Michael Stephanian 
The  Bobcats have an away game 
slated for Medford, Mass., this Sat- 
itT^
dlav^gIvheeneto0thhe and^n" that '^^2^™'* \*"***   **""   *   TuftS   **   *£Z Z \7■ """  "2  xT^  *? I?ass^chuse"s> £° *"*?* f" '^'progress  before   them.   The   crowd ; 
ckfieW   depth   that   has ed admirably.  L'Jh   PX^?" 
C°mPMed  "^  °f  the  sa™  ^r-Cas  in  thaVTme " u'""   « ' fT" tT^tS *?*"    «^T^   «"    fj   * a    - , D,,„ i.. . p ry  saw  ac"'«„„„»!  ,u  .        ,     ,_     ,- I t  ga -  yoi<   w,n  recall, one   key   man   from   your   backfield „ouncement of  the  Sox  and  Indian 
-■     brtn known at Bates. jtion   as   a   runnmg   back   with   Oej™1 that ,0ok the field Saturday, that an underdog Bates eleven came combination and the partial disabil-Lnpeninm   by   "Slim"   Somerville 
I0ne of the "Slers    may ,Bobk.ttens,   but   '48   has   seen   him I™3"*   Leahey   received   a   sprained ba<*   *»   the   second  half   with   two 
.■.:' 
d 
• '   d ,-   regulars   inasmuch   as blossom   forth-nicely   as   a   passer'ankle, but it has responded to treat   
,ouchd°wns to tie a far numerically 
L  Pond   hasJ
b
#
een.  emP,0y'n8 ~«   5?T   Pr°SpeCtS   >ook   good.'ment   nicely.   It   is   not   yet   certain H"*01" Main  team   13"13-  °"'y   to 





e visitors push across another
ity   of  another  is  not  compensated over the P.A. system, and they real- 
for  overnight.   You   realized  that  a ]y cheered each score, 
new combination is not produced at 
once,    but    must    gradually    grow 
roughotrt the course of ,ing back, is serving well"in "a similar '"7""  ^  ""  *"  aCti°"  a*»ins* jtally and win out  19-13. We wrote/through  a  process  of  trial  and  er- 
faces of the class of capacity this fall. lu,,s' after that hard fought duel that yotf'ror,  as does any creative  piece of 
Bill   Larochelle   will   probably   be'"16" m°St  certainl>'  had  nothin8  to work. re
 very much in evidence. I     Reverting back to the line. Gerry 
-  co-captain.   Bob   Le- Condon iltt vear-   co-cap™,   DO..   UC- vonaon     has     exhibited     constant  on  the 'shelf  f«r        v,       i 
* i burly  210  pound   tackle, progress and is seeing much activ- I '" aWh"e after **!*• 
be   ashamed   of.   On   the   contrary, j     Saturday    afternoon,     the     home 
.the   spirit  and   attitude   with   which  fans   watched  your   line   out-charge 
up and coming stop-  ity   i„   the   tackle   position.      Dave j'"8   several   stitches   taken   to  close you refused to accept defeat  during'that  of  the  opponents  for the  first 
I that   cut   he   received   on   the   face those  60 minutes was all  the more half of the game, and saw you start 
I   .    co-ci''•'■""•    «««■"/     * ——"*i wn.ciicu   into   a   guard   where   he  when   he   was   returning   a   kickoff   to  vour  credit. |the third period in a scoreless dead- 
"     „P a-: i UP n
■' forward wall. The Kuhn,   Bobkitten   center,   has   been 
I «v aPtain, "Lefty" Faulkner, co verted
s like 
1947 
anite  wall  as a guard has  shown much  value, 
year,  in  addition  to |    Little Tony  Rontondo;  a  speedy 
'■ «ard duties. Ducky has shifted back, has displayed much improve- 
Bruce  Ogilvie.  who  has heen     1       I    After   last   Saturday's  game   with  lock. A quick series of events found 
ing iMiddlebury, many of the newspaper stellar    defensive    game,    is ;and   radio   accounts   of   the   affair 
-,v"ovi- to serve as  Norm   Par-  ment.   and   will   become the   extra :"
UrSmg a sore ,e«- while Dick Scott |casually  mentioned  that  Bate 
Id 
point   specialist   for   the   Pondmen. |is   taking   care   of   that   cut   he   re-,had.  three  straight  defeats  on  their 
1948 record. Such a statement was Seld,  Hal  Cornforth. Other sophs who have advanced to 'ceived on his nose. Both Hal Com- 
bo la-' formed at end for (the  varsity are  Don  Russell, a  tac-[forth and Lefty Faulk 
fcfrosh gridders, has been switch- lUe,   Jack   Greim.   an   end.   and   Al ing charley horses 
, ,0 tne   wingback   post   only   to j Dunham, a center. 
jjd a heavj  responsibility  cast up- j    Thus, it may readily be seen that 
his shoulders, resulting from Al the   Bobcat   sophs  will   play  a  big 
the score standing at 14-7. and 
Bates was again the underdog 
fighting with all its means to win 
the game. You didn't win, but 
neither  was  Middlebury  assured  of 
without   a   doubt   factually   correct,  a victory until almost the last min- 
ner are sport-'_,. . . . ,      .   i 
I he purpose in our writing today is utes. 
to   remind   you   of   certain    things I    In other words, there's more to it 
All   in  all.  the  game  was  an  ex- wh'c!h   unfortunately   do   not   stand  than   just   a   won-lost   record.   You 
B|tremely    hard    played    affair     with  °
Ut   3S   »PP»-rent   as   a    "lack   and  fellows can  be  sure  that  if you go 
Hoffle,f -  unfortunate  mishap    Hal  part  in   the  uphill  Garnet   drive   to several   other   of. the   Bobcats   still i"
1"*™0'4      ,  _     . f ,   fe° ** *?**' "T"? *? ** "™ 
I - shown steadv progress and has  attain   State   Series   laurels   in   the I . . . I     Last season at this time, you fel-, will to win as you have in the past, 
ion    in  fine  fashion.  Shirley year  of  1948. "; showing  bruises.   Middlebury  was a lows had played two games, defeat-  few  people  will  judge  your  calibre 
hard   hitting   team   which   found   in  ing  the  University  of  Mass  14-6 in  by   a   superficial   statistical   record. 
Bates just a little more fight than,the   °Pener-  and  dropping  a 33-12 In    talking    to    numerous    people 
contest   to   Trinity.   At   the   same  about the campus, we conclude that | 
stage   in   this   campaign,   three   de- they   realize   the   many    odds   you Scoreless Deadlock Broken In Third 
Period, Middlebury Defeats Bates 
ITM 
I IO M Hill And Dalers Visit 
Colby In First Meet 
ist  a 20-7  decision- 
ist   Saturday   after- 
mn bet first   home   crowd 
The Garnet  started 
got as ii it real!)   was going to up- 
art. keeping the ball I With potentially good material, 
i, the opp '• territory for most the varsity cross-country team is 
of the fir-t half.  Helping the  Bates 'Preparing   for   its   first    meet    next 
..ere the punts of Art;Saturday  at   Colby. 
Blanchan:        whicl 
jounced   out   of 
Middlebury territory. have   one   of  his   best   seasons.   Di- 
T-e home   team   almost   pushed min«tive but dynamic "Red" Home 
lover a marker in the second period. has   "turned   to   the   cross-country 
7Uw4.   OKCC   Ttott* 
By Nancy Norton-Taylor 
' Come one! Come everybody (fe- 
male, that is) to the A.A. Training 
Rally tomorrow night in W.L.B. 
There'll be laughs a-plenty and fun 
for all. We'll expain the training 
continually Veteran Jascha French has look- program to you. so bring your 
bounds    deep    in ed  excellent  in  practice  and  should handbook along and take a  look at 
page    16   in   it   before   you   come. 
Training  starts  next   Monday,  Oct. 
The cheerleaders certainly 
yelled their hearts and lungs 
out in trying to arouse a rather 
quiet Bates crowd. A few, new, 
original cheers are needed — a 
perennial complaint — but the 
cheerleaders were not well sup- 
ported in the old chants. The 
team should be supported at 
every possible opportunity. The 
student body had better find 
some spirit to match that of 
their cheering  squad. 
1948 football campaign as being one 
of the best small college aggrega- 
tions of the East, the Tufts Jumbos 
eally looked the part in swamping 
a favored, but lighter, Colby by the 
Iscore of 21 to 0 last Saturday. This 
was a complete reversal of the form 
; exhibited by Fish Ellis' elephants 
iin their season's opener on the pre- 
vious weekend at which time they 
ilooked ragged and spiritless in suc- 
cumbing to Bowdoin by the score 
'of 27 to 7. 
A real cause of woe for the Bates 
jbanner carriers is the fact that the 
i Jumbos, against Colby, revealed 
four backs who could really lug the 
leather.    In   Julie    Doliner,    Danny 
Bennett, Bob Haines, and Millard 
"Ducky" demonstrated to thei^yan_ Tufts presents potential triple 
home fans just how he intends to tm-eaters who can wreak havoc 
use the "unlimited substitution" lamong the opposition's forward 
rule this season. He has the re-lwan_ This quartet aggregated 288 
serve strength to do it. Coach Pond ground yar(js against Colby, as 
shifted and rotated players so fre- campared to the 45 ground yards 
quently it was often impossible to netted by the Mules. The fair- 
keep the substitutions straight. Jhaired boy of the Tufts attack is 235 Berndt; le, 205, Reed; qb, 172, 
Groups of players entered and left tne ai,ove mentioned Doliner, who Kochiss; rhb, 161, Calagione; lhb, 
the game as offensive or defensive |])i(js fajr to he one of the best backs 171, Bennett, fb, 166, Wall. 
units. 
Bates will see this year. Aside from 
his ability to run with the ball, Dol- 
iner is a consistent point-after- 
touchdown Man. He kicked three- 
for-three last Saturday. To abet 
Doliner and his runing mates, Tufts 
can field a starting line which aver- 
ages in the vicinity of 193 pounds 
from end to end. The ability of 
these linemen is attested to by the 
paucity of ground yards netted by 
Colby's   T-attack   backs. 
The victory-hungry Bates Bob- 
cats will enter Saturday's game as 
decided underdogs. Their lack of 
scoring punch has seen them .on the 
short end on three successive Sat- 
urdays. As yet they have not ful- 
filled their potential capacity, and it 
is for this reason that they should 
not be sold short. Tufts is tough. 
There is no minimizing that point, 
but if the Bobcats will recall the 
words of Virgil, "They can because 
they think they can". 
The probable Tufts starting line- 
up and weights are: re, 164, Fobert; 
rt, 193, Schluntz; rg, 175, Steves; 
c. 190. Yirrell; lg, 193. Baronian; It, 
they   had   bargained   for.   and   they, 
told our men so after the game. feats seem outwardly much less at- 
tractive   than   a   win   and   a   loss. 
However,   our   Toledo   opener   was 
an   extra   affair,   and   the   Rockets the way; win, lose, or draw, 
were much more powerful than any I The  Sports   Editor 
have been up against and will con- 
tinue in all probability to experi- 
ence, and that they are with you all 
•■r tl iWfi 
On November 26,  1927, one more 
11, so now's your time for a last squaling infant was added to the al- 
lMiddlebury punt was blocked on team and should be one of the Iminute splurge on maple nut sun- ready noisy population of Brooklyn, 
forth  down   and   the   Garnet   had highest  point-getters.  Ray  Cloutier. daes  and  banana  splits. 'New York. Now, 21 years later, we 
of the ball  twenty vards a hardworking conscientious runner. j find  this  same  youth, who answers 
co. Pa   from   Art  Blanc'hard  to 
also shou,d be a very valuable man.      Crash!  Bang'  Ouch! The hockey to ,he name of Bruce Qgilvie, play- 
!brother   Lindv and Dick   Scott     From   last   fall's   freshman   teami
season 's on and Just ask "Butch" jng  splendid  defensive  football   for 
,  ground  work bv  Art there   are    three   promising   sopho- Peming  or  Holly  Holhngsworth  if the  >48 Bates eleven. 
indies., Castanias advanced the™*"" Str°"S. "•* Hal M°or" K*Jf » tJZL,",„ no, Besides his gridiron ability, Bruce 
Mto the 1 yard line, but a Bates fits right into Coach Thompson's ^» »*."» .T^T^.^Tfa also a past master at the pinball 
I table was  recovered  bv   the  visi 
. plans  and  will   be  extremely  bene- f°r th-s fall sport. Even upperclass-^.^   an<J   -f   ^  ^   practidng 
and the  scoring  threat  ended.  ficial    ,0   the   varsitv-    Hal   has    a 
men  turned  out  in  such  force  that 
football, he can be found moaning 
iThe  game    was    scoreless    as   the 
Ittams  left   the   field   for   their   half t( 
ine re--.. 
Middlebury  received   the   ball   to 
fcen  the  second half  and  had  just 
,e Garnet's track there have been enough for a sepa- ^ .       Qver Mik(,s machines 
rate team for each  class, except for i • •« Norm   Buker,  a   representa-,'°"- _"•-"' —  ■ ,v"  "-"• '"r*" '"' | n   the   Hobby   Shoppe. 
live    from    Sampsonville.    will    be the   jun.ors.   yours   truly  be,ng   the |     ^ bon]      y      Brooklyn, 
right   there   with   the   best   all   the,s°Ie  representative.  Techniques .and ^^ was brought  up  ^  p n 
Vay.    Merrill   "Si"   Nearis   is   pro- ,endurance have improved noticeably ^^   R        He basketba„ 
,„,,:with  practice. , ,       ,   ,, ,     . .    ,. , 
and baseball as a treshman  in  nigh 
These    clear   fall   days   are   just 
gressing    rapidly    and    is    a 
competitor. 
As there have been no time trials 
school.  His  last  three years,  Bruce 
made for hiking and biking. There's concentrated    on    football,   playing 
■de   two  first   down-   when   their 
kail carrier  fumbled  into  the   wait- 
It arms of Cid Tessicini. who was . 
spelling  Bill  Cunnane  at   end    Cid       ,s~hard to Predlct how the fresh-  no better rernedy for a head which blocking back on  two State  Cham- 
pekh iateralled off to Dick Scott, ',ma.n ,ea,m wi" ^ "^^"'J' u " f°ggy  ff°m  St"dy-  Record>our pionship teams" 
■M the snunkv end was off to navl<ll",e a ,arge S(,Uad a"d ,here Sh°U,d  credits on the sign-up sheet in your 
be  several  standouts. 
Ray Moore 
sp y e as off t p y 
'     the  aid  of good  blocking 
from   his    teammates.    Sophomore 
Tony R.tondo came into the game , came on the very next kickoff when 
Bill Larochelle. who was running 
back the ball, was hit hard on the 
Bates 37 and lost the ball to an op- 
ponent.  Bill received a facial cut on 
ad preceded   to   boot   the  conver- 
sion. 
The joy that was brought to the 
some stands was short lived, how- 
- - for Farrell of Middlebury re- 
teved the kickoff and scampered 
"P the sidelines for a quick tally. 
The conversion tied up the game 
it 7-7. 
The   turning   point   of   the   duel 
dorm. 
Art Blanchard was used as 
just a spot player, and it was 
all too obvious that, if Art were 
a sixty-minute performer, the 
story might have been totally 
different. The rains of the night 
before softened the hard turf, 
and that was really a help for 
Art's ankle. 
The first half was all Bates', but 
he boys couldn't put together a 
sustained scoring drive, although 
stopped once by a fumble on the 
one-foot   line. 
The Middlebury attack lay 
dormant during the initial half. 
The visitors could gain only one 
first down until the final sec- 
onds before the intermission. 
Then they looked very impres- 
sive putting together a string 
of three, a portent of things to 
come. Since Middlebury was 
much deeper in reserves, per- 
haps it was part of the victors' 
strategy to wait for Bates to 
tire, for the teams were evenly 
matched otherwise. 
Frosh Football Team Still Priming 
For October 15 Tilt With Hebron 
As Teams To Beat 
A  pre-season   peek  at  the   Frosh— ~ 
quad    after    one     week's    practice   ^OUtu   9110   RB   SlcllCQ 
j howed some very nice-looking ma- 
erial.   Planning  on   speed  from   his 
\ relatively light backfield, Coach 
Huether will run his plays from the 
ever-popular single-wing formation. 
A good, stocky line, although lack- 
ing weight and depth in reserves, 
seems to fit the Frosh  eleven. 
By Bob Wade and Al Dunham 
The intramural touch-football sea- 
scon  got   under  way   Monday  with 
Roger   Bill   playing   Middle.   From 
this time forward the games will be 
run*off at a four-per-week clip  so 
The  usual  aches  and  pains   have 'that, with a break from the weather, 
.developed  among   Coach   HuetherV'the fifteen game schedule should be 
boys.  The  most  disastrous  being  a completed on Oct. 27. 
Now  your  intrepid  reporters will 
assume   their   precarious   perch   far 
■ twisted  ankle   suffered  by   Prescott 
(Buzz)   Harris,   who  showed  a  lot 
jof ability at  end.  However,  he  is out on ,he extremity of a'leafy ap_ 
| xpected  to  be   in   uniform  for  thelpendage (Hmb) JB> in its ro,e 
;first game. |of defending champions, will find it 
The squad is as follows: jhard to repeat. Faced with the loss 
Balise, Batal, Bellows. Boone, 0f two of its brightest stars, the 
Burquest, Cagenella, Casavant, outlook is dismal. However, there 
Davenport, Dooling, Douglas, may be some hidden stars lurking 
Dowse, Dudas, Edelman, Falk, about waiting to prove us wrong. 
French, Harris, Harty, Jones, j The quantity and quality of po- 
Kanna, Kehr, Ketchum, Ladd, Mc- tentia,ities in North and Middle are 
It seemed as though Dick Scott Auliffe, McClement. McDonald, lthus far unknown> but in South 
was in on every play on the left side .Mercurio, Merrick, Muller, Ovian,'such names as Chalmers, Somer. 
>f the line. "Scotty's" defensive play Page, Sevigny, Taylor, Tufts, Val- 'ville_ and Simpson make that team 
was definitely one of the highlights. insky, Wettlaufer, Lotfey as man-' t0 be recognized. Off-Campus 
.nd it was Dick who tallied the only ager, and the two assistant coaches, seems to have struck something of 
Bates   score,   taking  a   lateral   from Taradis  and   Leahey. a bonanza, what with marriages and 
Sid Tessicini. He went for the score Jack WaIden and John Small    allergies   to  campus  food,   Manager 
with   downfield-blocking   help   from    Weg Bakef shou,d havfi a good sup. 
Bruce Ogilvie and some pretty run- 
visitors  led  14-7. 
The Bobcats fought, to push an- 
other tally across but each drive 
vas stopped in time. In the closing 
ninutes,   an   attempted   Bates   pass 
the play which required several was intercepted by Middlebury. and 
stitches. A couple of plays later, the boys from Vermont scored on 
Forbes passed to Meeker for the (the next play on a rush from Bates' 
second Middlebury tally. O'Neil nine. The conversion was nullified 
made his second conversion and the and the final read 20-7. 
Bruce played more football in the 
navy   V-12   unit   at   Princeton,   and 
later at Chapel Hill Pre-flight. He 
first came to Bates as a member of 
he   V-12   unit   here   and   although 
here  was  no  football  team  at  the 
ime, he kept busy  as a  participant 
on   the   track   team.   After   his   dis- 
harge from the service, he went to 
'anzer  College in  East Orange, N. 
., to study physical  education.  He 
finally returned to Bates in the 
spring of '46 and decided to major 
in economics. Barring any unfortu- 
nate happenings, Bruce expects to 
graduate this coming June. 
A familiar member of the Bobcat 
football team for the past two sea- 
sons, Bruce has really come into his 
ning on fils own part to outfox  the 
last   remaining   opponent. 
"Marrying - man" George 
Thompson saw only a .few 
minutes action in the second 
half.    Coach    Pond    apparently 
Middlebury Game  Statistics ply of players to draw from. 
First   downs 8 
Yards rushing 110 
I Forward  passes 16 
Passes  completed 4 
'Yards passing 40 
Intercepted by 1 
Bates    Middlebury j    We have saved the "piece de re- 
9 
took pity on the new bride. 
Forbes' ong, booming punts for Opp. Fumbles Rec. 2 
own this year with three stellar de- Middlebury were no end of trouble Own Fumbles Rec. 1 
ensive showings in the games play- 'for the Bobcats. The kicks took the Yds. Ave. Punts 40 










:sistance" for the last. Sources of 
(dubious reliability at best have it 
jthat Roger Bill is loaded for bear. 
Heap and Gould will form the nu- 
cleus of the powerhouse, backed up 
by more better-than-average play- 
ers. Keep a good weather eye out 
for this combo. 





The original portable twpewriter, 
I Smith Corona, has been proved 
las  a   practical   writing   machine 
by more than 3 decades of hard 
usage and travel. 
These Outstanding  Features: 
* Flotting Shift 
' Touch  Selector 
* Speed  Booster 
* Variable  Line   Spacer ■ 
* All-around   Steel   Frame 
* Tabulator 
* Standard  84-character 
keyboard 
I SMITH CORONA SILENT 
$94.87, including tax 
SMITH CORONA STERLING 




-mis   _ 
COURSE? 
MO SIR, at THOSE 
«EWSPAteiN6 
WOODS you RE 
USING/ 
Stati. ■onery . Peck's Street Floor 
THE GREENS SEEAV A. LOT 
NEARER- WKEN^VDD SWITCH 
TO SPALDING WOODS/ 
NEW AVDDELS •• • PERFECTLY 
BALANCED TO PUT MORE 
*£YTtNSIN6 ■WEu3HT"BErltND 
THE BALL.... ADD POWER 
AND ACCURACY TO YOUR. 
WOOD <3AME....TKE[R. 
PATENTED CRIP GROOVES 
VOUR GRIP THE SAME 












SPALDING SETS 7HE PACE IN SPORTS 
if J I In a recent test, hun- 
9mmO dreds of men and 
women all across the country 
... of all ages and occupations 
... were closely observed as 
they smoked Camels—and only 
Camels — for 30 consecutive 
days. And they smoked on the 
average of one to two pack- 
ages of Camels a day. But only 
Camels! 
Every week through- 
out this dramatic 30- 
day test, their throats were 
carefully examined by noted 
specialists—a total of 2470 ex- 
acting examinations. And 
among all these smokers, these 
famous throat specialists found 
not one single case of throat 
irritation due to smoking 
Camels! 
Prove it yourself. In 
your "T-Zone"—T 
for Taste and T for Throat. 
Smoke Camels for 30 days. 
Let YOUR OWN TASTE tell 
you about the full, rich flavor 
of Camel's choice tobaccos. Let 
YOUR OWN THROAT tell 
you the story of Camel's cool 
mildness. Yes, prove for your- 
self that there's 
MO THROAT IRRITATION 
DUE TO SMOKING CAMELS/ 
Thef 
fatrTZbfie 
t~)r? JS£ S2 *""^ i^*' *^1''''^* $****' W^p% 
Smoke Camels for 30 consecutive days. Smoke only Cumels, 
If, at any time during these 30 days, you are not convinced 
that Camels are the mildest cigarette you have ever smoked, 
return the package with the unused Camels and we will 
refund your full purchase price, plus postage. This offer is 
good for 90 days from this date. 
(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY. 
WINSTONSALEM, NORTH CAROLINA 
According to a Nationwide survey: 
MORE DOCTORS 
SMOKE CAMELS 
than any other cigarette 
Doctors smoke for pleasure, too! And 
when three leading independent re- 
search organizations asked 113,597 
doctors what cigarette they smoked, 
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FOUR THE BATES STUDENT, OCTOBER 6, 1948 
EXCHAFQES 
"NOTE TO UPPERCLASS- with the Leaning Tower of Pisa. 
MEN: No matter what you think He is in a trance, never straightens 
of freshman rules in general, the up, and never dances right. 
Maine 'Hello' is one tradition that i Don't be a "brain". The brain 
has existed for a long time and thinks up complicated maneuvers 
should be maintained. The fresh- and as soon as the brain clicks on 
men have been very conscientiously the idea his body follows through 
greeting everybody with the tradi- . . What happens to his partner? 
tional 'Hi'. A great many upper- —she is "drug" along behind, 
classmen haven't been borthering to Don't be a Big Lover. The big 
return the greeting. It really ,loyer can make his eyes glow like 
doesn't require a great deal of ef- hot coals, his voice sound like vel- 
fort. Why  not try it?" vet dynamite. A girl in his arms is 
The  Maine Campus just   waiting   to   be   led   to   tempo- 
Need  further comment  be  made?!rarv   concealment   behind   a   potted 
»     »     * shrub, (he thinks). Atually the girl 
..»• -s   ™        n             ij-i.. B.J, I'S waiting for the music to stop  so "Maids Clean Rooms, Make Beds, | "       . 
_, , . .    . „,   , , t     , she can  disengage herself from this Change Linen Just Weekly^ Last, .    ...f..°„ 
year's   service   included   the  weekly man-made   "Hilo"   monster. 
Student Types 
(Continued from page two) 
hair.   This   little   stunt   is   sure   to 
drive an instructor insane. 
"8. The wholesome type—Wears 
NSA 
(Continued from page one) 
puses. A regional drama circuit and 
a student symphony forum are two 
projects planned by this group. Pos- 
what every college girl should wear, [sibilities of working out a drama 
acts like every college girl should group which would tour the Maine 
act and talks like every college Icolleges are being considered. An 
girl should talk, constantly. She's  .t arl exhibition shown at the congress 
it now. 
"9. The clock watcher—I suppose 
she has wound her watch three 
times already. She always starts 
shuffling her feet and putting on 
her coat about 15 minutes before the 
end of the class. 
"10.  The sexy  type^This would- 
will tour the United States. Ar- 
rangements are being made to hold 
the exhibition on the Bates campus 
next spring. 
The Student Government Func- 
tions workshop advanced the idea 
that student government services 
should extend to the community as 
be campus queen just loves the weu as the campus. Projects include 
boys, all the boys, all the time. She lectures open to the public, interra- 
doesn't   care  what   the  other  girls 'c;ai activities to promote better race 
think   of   her   clothes,   they're   just 
jealous. 
relations,  tours  of  high  schools  by 
student speakers, better faculty-stu- iJldUViU    a^vBiifci ^,     n»w>      ■"■'■■■ ■*  
"11.     The     tardy     type—Always ,jent relations through joint commit- 
bursts into the room in the middle linen change and also provided daily
1    There are several Dos to observe, J j ( ^ Q fa ( ya j open houseS| coffees, teas, and 
cleaning service." jb,ut   ,f   the.  maIe  WI"   ""-TISU y°ur  most  important  statement. informal discussi0n groups 
The Brown Daily Herald the most ™P°rt.ant one- »" sjhouM - - ■- * '«" 
That .may mean ten minutes  less «° we»-  When y°u *° t0 a dance' 
per man per day for more pleasure- 
able occupations, a shame! 
*      »      * 
the thing to do — is dance. 
housing shortage. 
The Massachusetts Collegian'and  an  individual's blood  falls  into 
I    wonder    whether    they    have 
maid  service. 
*      *      * 
one of the four divisions regardless 
of  creed  or   color.   A   perfect   head 
type?  The  medical  profession  indi- 
"Looks like the battle has begun catea that the brain of an idiot is 
Of course, her seat is taken and the
battle begins in earnest." 
A purchase card system was sug- 
gested   by   the   workshop   on   Eco- 
.   .. . : TT 7~\     1 Inomic Problems of Education. This 
it if he can write a beter or at least ■""""*     .        "   .    ,     ..   "*"",.   n„ 
as good—question in its stead. 
"This method may be unusual, 
but it requires a comprehensive 
knowledge of the subject plus in- 
genuity and application on the part 
of the student. 
would give students discounts on 
such things as clothing, theatre 
tickets, and train fares. The group 
discussed fair wages for student em- 
ployees. 
The   workshop   on   Relief   Tech 
n  a m , - ..    . 
"The good students like the new »«>"   recommended   that    aid   be 
system." Gaines reports. "The poor "»» *<> *■  Fr«  University  m  the 
British Sector of Berlin. A pamph- 
let of conditions abroad for those 
students wishing to travel will be 
published  by  this  group. 
The    Foreign    Hospitality   work 
shop urges that a study be made of 
; Prejudice Hits Home 
"HOME SWEET HOME - A superior race is a theory toyed 
Smiling undergraduates take time wjtn by dictators or would-be die- 
out for registration to test out the tators since time eternal. Yet to 
mattresses on bunks circling bal- !a(jvance this idea one must find 
cony of cage, where 60 men will some basis to establish a master 
live    tempor.A-ily    because    of    the race   upon    Blood?   There  are  four 
types   of  blood   known   to   science   - J„„.„ students  —  but   the   poor  students 
like nothing about examinations, no 
matter what the system. 
*      » 
A  poll aken  by  a writer  for The 
j s t  .a ^ ChronJcIe cQmes up whh the 
again, with the freshmen vs. every- larger   than   that   of   an   intelligent fo„owing     information     on     ideal income   taxes   taken   from   students 
working part time in the United 
States with the possibility that for- 
eign students need not pay taxes 
on wages earned here. Two types 
of trips for foreign students were 
suggested. These are an economic 
study tour and a hospitality tour. 
NSA will be explained more fully I 
in a panel discussjon at chapel as- \ 
sembly Oct. 29. Imogene, Stringfel- j 
low, and Phoebe Jones, a resident 
of Madison, Wis., who attended the j 
congress as an observer, will be | 
among  the  speakers. 
Politics Preferred 
(Continued from page two) 
refused to violate one of his origi- 
nal pledges to allow., any minority 
group the right to support whom- 
ever they wish, he has lost some fol- 
lowing. 
Who are his Bergens? Most say 
the Russians, Communists and 
minor revolutionists. Facts prove, 
however, that Federalist and scien- 
ist Einstein, Harvard profs Mather 
nd Matheson (other profs too — 
who because of their beliefs, have 
lost jobs and face academic obli- 
vion), Paul Robson, Labor leaders, 
Fitzgerald and Pressman, or many 
small business men also have a 
share in the string pulling and the 
movement   of   Mort's   tongue. 
So What? In every Upperclass- 
man's and many Freshman's wal- 
let there is a little white draft card 
Poetry Contest 
The National Poetry Association 
has announced Nov. 5 as the clos- 
ing date for the acceptance of man- 
uscrips for the Annual Anthology 
of  College  Poetry. 
Manuscripts may be submitted to 
the association free of charge. The 
only qualications are that each p.ece 
of verse must be written on a sepa- 
rate sheet and carry the following 
statement: The verse entitled _•  
  is my  own' personal  effort. 
There are no charges or fees for in- 
clusion of verse in the publication. 
Poetry should be submitted to the 
National Poetry Association, 3210 
Selby Avenue, Los Angeles. 34, 
California. 
Quiz Shows New Syst^ 
To Get A's The Easy fy 
There are three methods of ac-      3.   Do you interview w 
quiring   good   grades   but   the   first  students   to  ascertain fcN 
two are impractical. The first meth-  topics, v.ewpoints, and ■ 
od involves  that  province of peas- |    4 Do you tell him t(] 
and     concentrated lecture 
idealists and pressing ksues.  But  if 
we believe that America should sup- 
port   UN.  more  and   U.M.T.   less, 
as there probably was a similar card 1^ {hat cooperation (NOT appease- 
•even years ago were turned in and 
some like the holders were blotched, 
torn, or obliterated. While we hope 
the process will not be repeated, we 
know that when two strong coun- 
tries buck each other, and when 
they denote more effort selfishly to 
themselves than to the common lot 
(U.N.), was inevitable. But pres- 
ent American policy, which is sup- 
ported by the two major parties, 
seems to be heading that way. To 
be sure, the Socialists offer some 
refuge    for    frightened    conforming 
ment) with other nations will 
bring us gradually into a peaceful 
world then Henry A Wallace of 
the Progressive Party is the man 
who most deserves our careful con- 
sideration. 
one else, and, if it follows the gen- man. Characteristics? Use the Arian^^   ^   .^   ^^ 
eral plan, the freshmen will prob- theory for an example. The German ,    ^^ ^^ the'fo„owing in 
ably take it in the neck again .  .  .'Arian    was    supposed    to    be   laBJ     ^^        a onversationalist; 
From our viewpoint freshman rules, blond  and  blue  eyed.   Like  Hitler. I     ^ ^^       ^.^  ^ mix 
at  least  those  pertaining  to  talking Like  Mussolini  or  Hirohito?  There 
to women, walking on grass, having'is   no   master   race,   it   hasn't   been 
dates,   etc.,   should   be   completely  proven yet and cannot be proven. 
abolished.    Any    guy    that    doesn't I    Racial  discrimination  comes from .^^     ^     ^^     husbands      She 
know how to conduct himself as far man's   desire  to   set  himself  »P   »* WMts   him   to   be  physically   taller, 
as     these     things     are     concerned superior  to  an  inferior  ebing  (The 
shouldn't be a member of the^resh- Daily   Lass-O,    Denton    Texas — 
man class, anyhow. He should auto- based on a speech by Larry Adler.) 
with    any   crowd;   4,    a    sense   of 
humor. 
The   women    had    some    definite 
matically  be  made a  Senior  Skull." 
The  Maine  Campus. 
*      *      * 
An   experiment  is   under  way   in 
the department of physics at Texas 
A feature writer of the Houston-, Christian University which could 
ian lists the following "Don't for result in a revolution against tradi- 
Dancing Demons": |tional university examination proce- 
Don't be a gorilla gripper. If you dures. 
wrap your arms around the unsus-! It all started some time ago when 
pecting girl's waist in a death-like Dr. Newton Gaines made the dis- 
grip, you might easily cut off her'covery that physics students do just 
breathing. If the girl cannot breath, as much thinking, and disclose just 
she certainly can't dance. 'about    the    same    extent    of    their 
Don't be a dance-delinquent. A knowledge, in devising a first-clas.- 
dance-delinquent has no rhythm, examination as in taking one. Thfe 
has no notion of what the Tallahas- ! led to the experiment, 
sie Twitch, the rumba, or the sam-\ "Most of my tests are • oded mul 
ba might be. To the dleinquent they tiple choice." says Dr Gainei 
are all the same. "When  a  student  dnesn'l  know th 
Don't be a glider. The partner of answer to one of the Questions. ' 
the glider feels as if she is dancing give  him   the  privilege  of  omitting 
YE  OLDE  HOBBY  SHOPPE 
Cold Weather Ahead! 
Our stock of Jackets is now com- 
plete . . . 100% wool plaids, lea- 
ther wind-breakers ... for both 
men and women. 
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO-, 212 Main St., Lewiston 
GEORGE ROSS 
ICE CREAM 
Reopened   -   Remodeled 
Parlor Open Daily 
10 A. M. to 10 P. M. 
Banana Splits - Sundaes 




79  Lisbon  St. Lewiston 
IK SUNRISE   SANDWICH 
SHOP 
FRENCH FRIES LOBSTER 
FRIED  CLAMS HAMBURGERS 
HOT SANDWICHES       LOBSTER STEW 
57 ELM STREET 11 A. M. to 1 A. M. 
U1RR SURPLUS BARGAINS 
v    White Handkerchiefs   15c—7 for $1.00 
White Ankle Socks  . .17c—€ for $1.00 
U.S.N. T-Shirts 59c—A for $2.25 
Briefs    -. 49c 
Dress   Shoes   $6.45 
Jac-Shirts — 100%  wool   $7.88 
Dress Pants   $7.95 
Kievi Shoe Polish 23c 
Sure-Fire Lighters   23c 
Lighter Fluid 7c—4 for 25c 
Writing Pads  5c—6 for 25c 
Loose-Leaf Binders   95c 
Turtle Neck Sweaters   $2.95 
Moccasins     $3.95 
THE SURPLUS STORE 
56 Main St. Phone 2-2642 Lewiston 
wants hi  to be physically taller, 
larger and heavier; she wants him 
to be better in athletics than she 
is; she wants him to be eugenically 
sound; she wants him to be a good 
rovider. 
PLAZA GRILL 




177 Main St.        Lewiston 
R. W. CLARK CO. 
DRUGS CHEMICALS 
BIOLOGICALS 
4   Registered   Pharmacists 






/SELL   GOOD   CLOTHES 
LEWiSrC/l/,ME< 
Ernie's Market 
CLOSEST    SPOT    TO    CAMPUS 
(Next to Veterana' Housing) 
GROCERIES — BEVERAGES 
NOW SERVING SNACKS 
Phone 26926 to Place Orders 
Ernest Bouchard, Prop. 





WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE 
SOCIAL MEETINGS 
Tel. 4-6459 
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME AND SPORT 
274 MAIN STREET 
LEWISTON, MAINE 
PHONE 3-0431 
Romeo E. Thibodeau   -   Alfred J. Thibodeau   -    Edrick J. Thibodeau 
Fountain Specials... 
IN COOL    .    .    .    AIR CONDITIONED 
PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS 
NICHOLS   TEA 





85 per cent RIGHT 
an 40,000 Games!!! 
Study 
America's 
No. 1 Grid Prophet 




LM  HOTEL.   • AUBURN -ME 
Dancing in the Twin Cities' Most 
"Atmoipheric"  Spot 
ORCHESTRA   EVERY   NITE 
All  Patrons  Over 21 
Courtesy        Quality        Service 
You've Tried the Rest, 
Now    Try    the    Best 
SAM'S 
Original   Italian  Sandwich 
268  Main St. Tel. 2-9145 
Opp.  St. Joseph's  Church 
serious ana Bow——— .lecture was so ime^
a' 
study The second requires an ex- wouid lik* additional 2° 
tra quota of tell-tale gray matter, reference for your own/"^ 
The hints for the third method are J $ DQ yQu ^^ ^ 
given in the little quiz below and. attentive during rtcj^'^ 
if used with discretion, are guaran- eyen if j( is a ? ^ ^Ku ( 
teed to increase your potentialities."      &   DQ ^ ^ I 
"Answer 'yes' or 'no' to the ques-  p;ngs   pertaining   to his *"*' 
tions that follow. Each 'yes' should lectures? ' %! 
count   one   point.   If   your   score   is      ?   Do you volun(eer 
three or less, go home and pack -ques,ions even if only l0 *"** 
your mama's calling. nave a marvelous grasp w
1"1" 
vious? 
8. Do you let yourprofL 
were   in   the  same branch? 
early in the semester that 'I th.nk v.ce? 
I'm going to get more out of th.s      9    Do  you  ask m%^ 
course than any course  I've had be-   w... g.ve h,m an u^      «j 
display his knowledge-"        I 
fore? ' 
1.   Do  you   date   the   department „ 
assistant? 
Do  you   let   your   prof   know 
The Marvin Hotel Lounge] 
Presents 
Manny Smith alias Smitty) 
Direct from  Montreal's  Hottest Nite Spot 
THE ENTIRE WEEK from 8 to 12 EACH EVENINcI 
•:— 
One Stop 
COMPLETE  "BACHELOR"   SERVICE" 
. . . to . . . 
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN 
Step Out For That Evening Snack To . . . 
LEE'S    VARIETY    STORE 
Specializing in Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Beverages of all ] 
417 MAIN STREET 
"The Store with Friendly Service" 
PALI\'. ROOA 
STECKINO  HOTEL 
104 MIDDLE STREET 
a^ Specializing in 
"• J ITALIAN - AMERICJl 
FOOD 
Take Your 
CLEANING  and  LAUNDERING 
To Our Main St. Store 
Convenient  To The  Campus 
STEAKS - CHOPSl 
PIZZA PIES 
Tel. 4-4151 
"I smoked CHESTERFIELDS 
off stage while making my new 
picture, THE LOVES OF CARMEN. 
There's no finer smoke. I know.. 
It's MIT cigarette: 
STARRING   IN 
THE   LOVES  OF CARMEN 
A  COLUMBIA  TECHNICOLOR  PICTUB* 
A   BBCKWORTH   CORPORATION    PRODUCTION 
